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My first comment on the conference is one of congratulation. There is tangible evidence of development from last year when I was doing a similar review. The quality of papers and presentations has improved – I did not experience a poor one. There is a calmer, mature confidence manifest among the participants engaged in research and professional reflection. That bodes well for future development.
A Learning Organisation?
That development might be framed in concepts of a ‘learning organisation’ which I cover below. It picks up Paul Trowler’s encouragement to move to more evaluation at meta level, getting ‘beyond the bubble’, creating longevity and stamina and facilitating wider impact. Paul and Phil Hodkinson, in their closing contributions both stressed the need to engage with tacit theories about learning, the contested nature of learning/teaching /change below the surface. Phil was very positive about the emergence of a community of practice exploring these issues. He pointed to the mutual interest and respect among participants who shared and learned from one another, with a range of research approaches generating valuable data in a practice-focused, multidisciplinary framework. Paul raised the possibility of a collective, common framework for the case studies to facilitate meta-analysis, getting beyond ‘show and tell’ and beyond preaching to the converted.
That maps on to the ‘energy flow’ model of the learning organisation [Pedler et al, 1996] where work links ideas and action in an action research, reflective frame – the bottom two circles of the model in Appendix 1. Moving to a meta-level would enhance impact on the upper circles, ‘infecting’ the wider organisation and informing policy and the institution-wide operational context. That, according to Pedler et al, is essential for sustainable development. There appears, currently, to be some blockage in the flow at the crossover points.
In an earlier work, Pedler, with Megginson, had identified conditions necessary to the creation of a learning organisation:
·	a corporate learning strategy is in place [which means more than a policy document, lodged with HEFCE]
·	policy-making is participative [collegial in HE speak]
·	IT is harnessed to inform people, to empower them to ask questions and to take decisions based on best available data. [Some sessions showed use of student data; how far it is available in good time may be an issue.[
·	accounting is formative – i.e. systems are designed to assist learning from decisions and their consequences. [This implies a project management approach to teaching and learning activities, with rigorous evaluation.]
·	there is internal exchange of information on, e.g., good practice, [epitomised by the conference]
·	flexibility is rewarded [I have no data, and there is a down side to flexibility, used in New Public Management for a workforce with lower job security]
·	‘front-line’ workers are used as scanners of the changing environment  [My experience, confirmed by others’ research, is that support staff can provide early warning alerts about, e.g. student behaviour. A few of the papers hinted at that.]
·	learning is shared across organisations with which the university works. [The involvement of staff from partner colleges in this year’s conference is a move towards that.]
·	a climate is created that supports learning – there is a process to help people identify and exploit learning opportunities. [The staff development programme from EDU suggests strength in this, both in content and tone.]
·	self-development is for all members of the organisation [The partnership in teams among staff with different status is essential if there is to be a client-based approach, and all must develop together.]
[Adapted from Megginson and Pedler, 1992]
There are lessons on that last point from the commercial world, particularly as fees go up and HE becomes more competitive with a reduction in the size of the age cohort. Even satisfied customers look for something better, for delight:
Delighting customers means continually coming up with something unusual, which takes the customer by surprise and which makes your [university] stand out from the crowd. It is about understanding and anticipating their needs, constantly seeking out problems and quickly solving them for the customer. It is about building long term relationships, not quick fixes, and is undoubtedly the route to competitive advantage. Customer delight is essentially personal and spontaneous, aimed at raising the self-esteem of the person experiencing it. For that reason, it must be done in such a way that the recipient does not feel threatened, nor under any kind of obligation.
[Gilliland, 1993]
If that is true for the travel industry, to which that quote applied originally, it is even more pertinent to HE. As you see, the ideas have been around for some time: they take time to penetrate HE and even longer to be accepted. There is, though, an emergent literature that takes them almost as axiomatic [Clark, 1998, 2004, Martin, 1999]. Slaughter and Leslie [1997] and Marginson and Considine [2000] have reservations about excessive hard entrepreneurialism [McNay, 2005]. James [2002] returns to key basic organisational characteristics that aim to raise a university’s IQ:
·	recognise that the department/school/local centre [at Clark’s [1998] ‘developmental periphery’] is the key learning unit
·	consciously build feedback loops to speed the learning process
·	establish clear, agreed [valid, and reliably] measurable objectives [note that Phil Hodkinson demurred at this point!]
·	encourage experimentation, tolerate error
·	create nodes for diffusion of knowledge/learning.
These listings were not uncontested, but they provide a checklist of some criteria to assess progress towards an institutional embrace for the approaches evident in the conference. There was not time to debate and develop those further. They are offered as a contribution to strategic thinking for the next phase of work. The questionnaire [appendix 2] is a simple self-assessment exercise I have used to identify motivators and de-motivators [hygiene factors] in relation to fostering learning and collective development.
Conference Themes
Many presentations seemed to touch, in different ways, on the themes of:
·	boundaries, bridges and blending, with sub-themes of fragmentation, and separation/integration
·	individual and collective experience in a mass system. That might also be seen as part of ‘blending’.
Those two headings might provide organisational devices for any RAE presentation, or frameworks for strategic development of the research enterprise. Below, I try to link some of the presentations to the two.
Session 5B, for example, covered several elements of both themes. The blended learning project has four institutions working together and pointed to students developing collective self-help group approaches. The conversational framework – a project across two institutions – bridged theory and practice and communication/conversation among those involved in learning. The CMC paper showed how individual isolation can be overcome. In session 1B, virtual teamwork helped bridge boundaries across the world, linking individuals in a collective effort; and the VLE link to assessment developed the alignment of curriculum input, process and assessment. It also appeared to be efficient – better for students and easier for tutors.
5C dealt with the boundary crossing of students – the diversity of individuals who have to find pathways into and through a mass system, given the risk of Soviet-type collectivist approaches that the bureaucracies of scale can lead to.  There is a need to create small within large, mass institutions, [which echoes research on transfer from primary to secondary schools]. The key role played by front-line support staff here in assisting transfer, is under-recognised. The possible solution is development of ‘one-stop shops’ at devolved levels – departments as the equivalent of urban villages in the big metropolis.1A challenged some ‘received truths’ about what minority students need, as prescribed by institutional processes. They may be more ‘mainstream’ in their priorities for support than is supposed. 7C added a perspective that bridged between FE and HE, and the ‘rules of engagement’ with HE learning. 4A looked at issues of crossing cultures for international students.
Christine Tyler’s paper – session 7B – built on the metaphor of a jigsaw puzzle bringing together the fragments in a college experience. Lisewski’s paper underlined the need for communities within HE not to be too ‘tribal’ but to link laterally.
2A raised the tensions of working together and the need for congruence and compatibility between partners. 2B bridged between HE and industry, a theme developed further in 4B and 7A, particularly in moving from skills development and skills deployment in employment. 6C was positive about regional partnerships blending the contributions of members of consortia.
There were a number of metaphors – the jigsaw mentioned above; whether PDP is a mix or blend – with striking use of materials – and is mixing/blending done in series or parallel; ‘harmony’ in blended learning; ‘sojourning’.
That last image echoes Field’s idea [2003] of ‘participating but not integrating’, and a concept emerging from work by one of my PhD students challenging the importance, for some mature, non-traditional students, of institutional affiliation, from Tinto onwards, for continuation and completion. She sees a calculative, conditioned engagement with the institution; a fuller commitment to, and affiliation with, the learning group. Field sees the need for social approaches to learning to compensate for the lack of extra-curricular opportunities for networking by such students. So there may be ‘degrees of separation’ of which we need to be aware in putting the individual and institution in contact, ‘touching the culture’. I was conscious that the posters in the Union advertised transport from gigs back to halls of residence, not to ‘non-campus’ locations for those who commute to study.
The final point I want to underline is that some of the findings were counterintuitive, going against received wisdom [or, perhaps, wishfulness based on ideology]. Where this is so, and the research was rigorous and the findings are consequently robust, there is a need to get the findings into the public domain as soon as possible; first, to inform Salford University policy, and, then, to change the assumptions and axioms of policy [and further research] on a wider basis. Some work may need replicating in a different context to test transferability. Some work may need to be done at the meso level in support of this, which brings us back to the two upper loops in the model of the learning organisation.
So, within mass diversity, there are approaches to delivering a bespoke experience, illustrated by some of the projects reported on. The motto may be ‘only connect’.
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Appendix 2.
Able to adapt to a new future? Characteristics of a learning organisation
This questionnaire seeks to highlight areas for attention in making universities and colleges responsive to change and developmental in outlook. Please score your institution on each item with 10 as ‘excellent’ and 1 as ‘a lot to learn’.
										   Score
1. It encourages people to ask questions and make suggestions		     ___
2. It rewards good suggestions						     ___
3. It allows people to challenge received truths and established behaviour	     ___
4. It converts dissent into diversity						     ___
5. It explores several options for actions with an open mind			     ___
6. It experiments with new approaches					     ___
7. It is open about what it does and why: its processes and decisions	     ___
8. It acknowledges weaknesses						     ___
9. It admits mistakes without excessive blame or penalty			     ___
10.It uses mistakes to learn from						     ___
11.Complaints are used as free feedback and evaluation			     ___
12.It encourages people to learn						     ___
13.It builds the time to learn to do a job into work load calculations		     ___
14.People talk about their learning; share it with others			     ___
15.Managers/supervisors see themselves also as trainers/mentors		     ___
16.Senior staff are willing to learn from subordinates			     ___
17.It reviews and reflects on its activities regularly and rigorously		     ___
18.It audits learning by units, and individuals				     ___
19.It takes responsibility for organisational learning in a systematic way	     ___
20.It links management and committee decisions to learning inputs
								and outputs	     ___

								Total		     ___


